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English Features: Single Player - Multi-player Released: November 30, 1998 Company: Stainless Software / Stainless Games You think you're a valuable person, with thoughts, emotions, ambitions and desires, but as far as it's concerned, you're just a big bag of blood. Hit hard enough, you burst like a offal balloon, transformed from
flashes, thinking it's about sickening whirlwind spiralling innards and brain shrapnel. Roads at a hardy racetrack racetrack were ruled by four-wheel metal boxes driven by barely sensitive sales reps whose justification for speeding is based solely on the fact that they have not suffered a fatal head-on crash... And who can blame them
because they're almost aware they're driving at all? They've got one ear tuned to the garbage FM, and the other plugged into a cell phone, and both sides of the road are littered with eye-catching hoardings designed to go drivers to stop thinking about driving and start thinking about buying a new type of breakfast cereal instead. Step out
in front of one of these motorized sleepwalkers and your only contribution to our national heritage could be little more than just another harrowing statistic in an eerie public information film. However, at least no one is deliberately trying to mow you down (touch wood). When you think about it, simply using a zebra crossing involves an
incredible amount of trust on the part of a pedestrian. Do you feel safe walking in front of a man with a loaded gun? Of course not – another car could kill you just as easily. God has praised we do not live in the world of Carmageddon. Carmageddon has made Stainless Software rich, an observation authenticated by flash cars parked
outside their increasingly cramped offices housed in the Isle of Wight. Carmageddon is a game in which you crash cars and run over pedestrians to score It's also incredibly bloody. As anyone with a long interest in gaming is known, it ran into trouble with the BBFC (British Council of Film Censors) and was released in censored form.
Fortunately for psychopaths everywhere, the BBFC decision was then overturned, and the game was restored to full bloody fame. And they made it all laugh. According to lead artist Neil Barnden: It was a case of thinking about all the things you really wanted to do in a driving game – if you play something and think yes, but if only you
could do it, then it would be a ace – and then making it. They seem to laugh a lot at Stainless. Especially when they prove Carmageddon II-Carpocalypse Now, their current job. They laugh out loud and they're not just putting on a show for a good pc. They laugh because Carmageddon II is almost unbearably funny. Crawling from Wreck's
Talented Development Team behind Carmageddon II is led by three key players. First there's Patrick Buckland, the lead programmer, and the aforementioned Neil Barnden. Computer boffins, they're a little looking duo. Patrick sports a long magician's beard; if he put on enough weight he could pose as a malicious Santa Claus. Neil is
stocky and shaved in his head., following the procedures with faindy separated amusement amsterdam coffee shop attendant. If they turned together on your doorstep i n in the middle of a thunderstorm, you could be forgiven for anticipating an ugly incident involving a claw hammer. Fortunately, the only atrocities they commit are limited
to a small screen. Anyone whose education was enlivened by the occasional illegal laugh at the obscene toy scrawled on the back of an exercise book could get well with Patrick and Neil. Naughty schoolboy giggling abounds as the couple demonstrate their latest meisterwork. A recent change in code has allowed the team to start placing
cone items, such as articulated trucks, into the game. It sounds like a minor change, but it means, for example, you can open the car door while driving, hesed it into the current hilarity – Patrick weeps with laughter as he takes the pedestrian's hand off with a well-aimed swipe. So, guys, how does it feel responsible for perhaps the most
tasteless game of all time? Patrick takes offense: Probably the most? I hope this is the most tasteless game of all time, or I'll be damned annoyed. Well, the first Carmageddon was extremely tasteless... how could it possibly be worse? Neal points to the inclusion of additional animals, including elephants. Elephants contain huge amounts
of blood, he notes sagely. Patrick goes even further. We have redefined the boundaries of bad taste, he is proud. We thought we were going to hell for the first time; this time we go to Hell with special halfway up Satan's bottom. Objects Mirror Is the closer they are looking for is the big cheese number three, development manager Mat
Sullivan, ex-Bultfrog employee and bona fide games enthusiast. During our visit, he enthuses the length of the names of different PC and wants to hear our views on recent releases. Aside from appreciating the game itself, he clearly likes to keep an eye on the competition. So what does he do like an anarchic car 'em up grand theft auto?
I didn't see what all the censorship fuss was about, he says. It's not me want to go and hurt anyone; well, no more than the usual feelings of hate I always have about society. And what about the game itself? Missions were fun. If there is time, we will have a mission to Carmageddon 11. Mot in GTA did, but because it would allow us to add
features slower rather than discover everything the game has to offer on the first level. Missions, u.s. Hmmm. So what else is new? Are there trucks for more cars? Neil pipes up first: Yes, lots more hot rods and fast things with blades, as well as half-tanks/half-VW buses, bubble cars, combine harvester, wreck ball crane, assorted heavy
plant stuff and wingless Stuka dive-bomber. My personal favorite is a very small car driven by a giant cow. Neil then demonstrates the said vehicle on the screen. It beggars faith. Another important point is that these cars are designed in separate pieces, interjects Mat. we can stop any body panel and smash all the glass - all windscreens,
windows, lamps and everything. You can knock out the engine, and in rare cases even tear the entire car in half. Jesus! So, are car crash enthusiasts they enjoy watching those police, cameras, action-style rubberneck TV programs? Neal smiled: The best thing was what I recently saw in the states. It was called Surviving Moment Of
Impact II. Putting Sick Into Physics One of the factors that made the original name such a joy play was the attentive emulation of real-world physics. Not surprisingly, the technology behind it has an improved result. More things can collide at once than in the first Carmageddon explains Mat. You could push the pedestrian in front of your
car, then brake, and the pedestrian would continue sliding; then, say, hit another pedestrian and smash them both through a glass window. Who should cheer us all up. As for pedestrians, here is a whole bunch of improvements. But first of all, let's ask about multi-player options. The original Carmageddon deathmatch regime was then
flawed in the department. The only real case was that the environment was too big, argues Patrick. If players understand this, they'd like to together and the game was great. Otherwise, they used to get lost, and I can see how it could've been frustrating. Carma is going to have much tougher deathmatch arenas. In Cold Blood So, they
may be responsible for the goriest game in history, but are they generally squeamish? Patrick looks contemplative; I love good sputter movies – Bad Taste and Brain Dead are some of the best pieces of cinema ever made. Bui I can't stand real blood, especially my own, belonging to the inside of my body where I can't see. What about
serial killers? Do you have special favorites? Patrick revives greatly: Jeffrey Dahmer is my man! He had a style: eating his victims, drilling money while they were alive... Woah, horsey! Woah! Is the fact that you live on the island contributes to this nihilistic sense of humor? Is everyone on the Isle of Wight like this? Patrick shrugs: Well,
there was a lot of magic going on here a couple of years ago – people sacrificing goats and things. Yes, but then the wc got bored with that, so we set up a games company site, adds Neil. Everyone in the room laughs out loud. But we wouldn't want to give a chance as to whether he was joking... Death awaits There's still a long way to go
before Carmageddon II is ready for popular (condemnation. During our visit, the team was beavering away, trying to get a special preview version ready for the E3 show in Atlanta. But you'll be able to enjoy the game in its full, glass-smashing, limb-wrenching, vehicle-buckling, gore-sodden glory later this year when we give you an
exclusive demo. Last year your votes secured Carmageddon our annual game award. On the evidence we've seen so far, Stainless just could manage a double. Bleed or not bleed? If censors decide their infinite wisdom to clamp down on Caima's IP bloodfest, there's always Plan B, as stainless reveal version of Carmageddon IIwe saw
was a full-blooded, uncensored version. No decision was made at the time of writing on the release of the United Kingdom. Apparently, while SCI wants to avoid another confrontation with BfiFC, they'd see a deep red director cut on the shelves. And so we past examples from worfd cinema show that the BBFC is able to see a joke when it
comes to comedic gore – witness the aforementioned Brain Dead who escaped uncut, or Paul Verhoeven's splatterific Starship Troopers, which was taken with 15 certificates like this movie, Carmageddon II goes uzmuj, not appal. But just in case the game becomes a foul censors, Stainless can adopt Plan B, as Mat Sullivan explains. For
countries that censor games they see as violent, we are doing a version with cool-looking aliens or zombies instead of pedestrians. They behave exactly like humans, but with different animations and Blood. Nice, but not so funny. The short crossed into a full, gristle-packed incarnation. This is the Hard-Core Carma II soar to new heights
of taste vampireity. Great! If you thought pedestrians had a raw deal in the first game, you're in for a shock with the second installment. For the result, each ped is made up of about 70 polygons -these are correct, three-dimensional people. And since Stainless no longer deals with dumb sprites, they are free to bless their works with more
realistic behavioral patterns: the new Enhanced Pedi can walk, swagger, trot or flee with mad, hand-waving panic. Sometimes they even got down to their knees and u. ums are aving to mercy. Naïve fools. Want more? Well, here's another leap forward in gastric churning technology: removable body parts. Strike a glancing blow and you
can tear someone's leg clean off. Or send both hands bouncing across your hood or throw them in a nearby lamp-post with enough force to decapitate them. Multi-pile-up in the center of crowded sidewalks often leads to a horde of bloody limbs being tossed around like numbered balls in a lottery machine. But wait, it gets better the
victims don't always die directly in Yep, sometimes the unfortunate asgem will pick themselves up off the ground – lacking limbs and all – and desperately start hopping away, their severed veins spewing buckets of blood from fresh tom strains, like the Black Knight of Monty Python and the Holy Grail. We wouldn't believe it if we hadn't
seen it with our own eyes. It's a nightmare of ghouly obscenity. And that's f**king hilarious. Funny.
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